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ILL. 2

DISCONNECT  POWER BEFORE BEGINNING INSTALLATION.
FOLLOW INTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY TO AVOID SCRATCHING THE GLASS DIFFUSER.

1. ILL.1 - Before securing the mounting plate to the ceiling, remove the cover “B” from
    ceiling  plate “A”. 
2. ILL.2 - Secure plate “A” to the junction box. 
3. ILL.2 - Guide the fixture’s electrical wires throught the large opening “X” and the steel
    Cable  through the small opening “Y” in the center of the plate “B”. 
4. Fig.2 - Unscrew the adjustable pin “S” and  guide the stell cable through it. Pin “S” has a
    self locking system. Push  up pin “S” to unlock the steel cable. Having  determined the
    correct height of the fixture,  secure the steel cable screwing pin “S”. To make shure that
     the fixture is well secured, place the fitting “J” at the end of the stell cable as shown.
5. ILL.2 - Guide the electrical wire through the plastic clamp “H” then lock it with  the side
    Plastic screw.
6. ILL.2 - Connect the  fixture’s electrical wires to the supply wires.
7. Replace cover “B” into plate plate pushing up on the three pins “W””. During this 

operation take care that pin “S”  be well guide throught the hole “Y” of the cover.
ATTENTION: TAKE CARE THAT THE CENTRAL BRACKET STAND CORRECTLY 
INSIDE THE TWO SIDE PINS  “K”, AS SHOW  ILL.3. THIS  DEVICE HAS BEEN 
TORSION.

8. Install the light bulb.
9. Loosen the screw “E” and install the glass diffuser. Secure the glass diffuser with the three 

screws “E” . ILL.4 and ILL.5.
10.Each piece of glass is mounth lown therefore each piece may differ. The thickness of the 

glass may vary slightly. In order to balance the glass diffuser follow the simple steps 
indicated by the arrow in ILL.5.

     Side the barrel “F” along the slotted opening and if necessary rotate the glass diffuser 
untill reaching the proper balance.

11.Restore power.
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For additional informational please contact 
your local dealer or LEUCOS U.S.A.
At: Tel. (732)225-0010 - Fax (732) 225-0250 
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